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Combat 2017

Information:

Name: Combat

Theme: Combat Adventure

Production year: 2017

Type: Solid State (SS)

Features:

1 playfield

4 flippers
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3 pop bumpers

4 eject holes

2 kickback lanes

2 ramps

2-bank spot targets (3)

2-bank drop targets (2)

3-bank spot targets (1)

4-bank drop targets (1)
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Title: Zaccaria Pinball - Combat 2017 Table
Genre: Casual, Free to Play, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Magic Pixel Kft.
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great video. All I am going to say is " Arcade Poop " DO NOT BUY!!!!. I know it is EA, but there is a hell of a lot of work that
needs to be done, I find the gameplay boring and the developers claimed this is a racing fps, well I find this misleading as I
found nothing to make it a racer, just generic settings, gameplay, and maps to go through that times you when you when you
finish, I could just time myslef how long it will take to complete a mission on any other fps mssion campaign then try to beat my
own time, and have alot better time with it, some other games already do this, with far better gameplay mechanics/maps.
Movement is kinda slowish especailly for a game that is a "racing first person shooter", you have to have patience and remember
where all the turrets and a good aim if you want to complete a map in a decent time, but I can not be bothered to do so, since
there is no motivation in doing so or satisfaction since the game is dull any how. I'am hoping to get a refund, I was hoping for
some fast adrenaline pumping action in short busts, but all I found is a dull hollow generic fps that you will have to have a great
amount of patience with.. It's a work in progress, but none the less i like it.
Would prefer a little more choice based interaction to balance out the gameplay.. Game has some good design and shows
promise, however I cannot recommend since even basic movement is incredibly frustrating and makes basic puzzles quite
difficult.

Developer I read this was your first game, you show promise just don't make it so difficult to control next time.
Played using keyboard. This game is so much fun! I play it with two of my friends and they completely SUCK at this game so
it's an easy win for me every time! ha ha ha playing this with them is so hilarious when they get all butthurt and salty and call me
a spammer! ha ha ha just because i got the spammer card doesn't mean anything! the guys who made treadnauts have a history
of lying anyways ha ha ha! anyway so if you win in this game you can have a lot of fun but if you lose it will undoubtedly push
you to committing sueicide
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Great deckbuilder that's quick to play, is easy to teach, but has some depth. Nice space theme, lots of DLC content.
And really good implementation of real card game.. Cannot play. Game loads, screen starts flickering like crazy, that is not
playable at all! (Win10 and my PC exceeds this game requirements).. I don't think I've ever played a more buggy, jittery game
in my life.
No challenge what-so-ever.
Poor textures.
Frame rate drops constantly on an i7, gtx 1070.
I wouldn't play this game even if it were free. Just not worth the time.. Very well made point-and-click adventure game with
great humour and pleasant graphics.

Works without issues on Linux.

Sometimes it's possible to get stuck in some locations, and such bugs are fixed fast - but it would be awesome if the game had
save system.

For the glory of Matryoshka!. I recommend it because the Bedroom escape room is pretty good, and Nightmare aint bad (its a
pretty standard survival type gamemode).

But seriously, Ethan must die should just be called "F**k you" Because it provdes very little decent gameplay and its simply a
mode where you pray to RNGesus while getting 1 hit killed half the time.
Sure, if you like obscenely tough, RNG based gameplay where actual skill is secondary to pure luck, then be my guest. But its
not a good gamemode.. I highly recommend this game for high IQ individuals who enjoy the intricacies of playing the character
Markus Kruber from the hit series Devil May Cry 10\/10 \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 rats.,. When I first played this game it
was at a convention and it was a fun simple game where you were a ship and there was dubstep playing and depending on what
happened with the dubstep you got different weapons that shot automaticly. It was way before it came out on steam but I saw a
lot of potencial. Before this new update when they put it on steam I honestly didnt like it that much it was very different than
the one I played at the convention so I sent then some suggestions. Im glad a lot of the stuff I hoped would come into the game
came in the new update. But alas there are still many problems with the new update. I love all the new levels and the format but
the buttons are really glitchy if you click the launch button it opens the upgrades and you have to click above the button to make
it work. The levels work fine but I feel like the whole new menu thing was a little rushed that whole part of the game is
awesome but it also has many flaws. I hope you fix that in the next update. I was glad to see the difficulty increased, now you
actually have to move other than just spinning around in the middle and destroying everything. It is also really fun to have to
keep going to the side to regen and avoid upcoming attacks. When I tried to play this game with a controller it was pretty glitchy
but not that bad. Overall though this new update really improved DubWars. I'm really excited for the future of this game!
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